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As we are on the shortest month of the year we have selected those five petit cigars to be 
enjoyed in such a short period of time. They all make up the perfect combination of a 
symphony of flavour and aromas. 

	
Hoyo	de	Monterrey	Petit	Robustos	(102x50).	This Petit cigar makes up a perfect 
proportion and balance between its flavours and aromas. Highlighted by the spiced touches 
makes this cigar easy to smoke. It`s wooden and soft flavour allows us the placer to smoke it 
in 30/35 minutes. 

	
Partagas	Serie	D	No	5	(110x50).	The taste of this Partagas is very persistent in the 
mouth, with slightly spicy touches. From its beginnings after which there are traces of cocoa 
and nuts that relegate the aromas, with an end of higher density of smoke, whose flavours 
allows the luxury of leaving an elegant and dense trail in the taste buds.  
 
Time of smoke : 35/40 minutes. 

	
Montecristo	Petit	Edmundo	(102x52).	Splendid acquisition of the traditional 
Montecristo brings back the links of the most classic cigars. Surprising for its character in the 
small format and very rich to smoke to its end, all with a great intensity of flavour and density 
of its smoke, accompanied by a slight itch and increased strength in its ends. 
 
Time of smoke : 30/35 minutes. 
	
Romeo	y	Julieta	Petit	Chirchill	(102x50).	This petit encloses a clear proportion and 
balance between its flavours and aromas, with special attention to the great perception of 
the spicy touches that make it very rich and very easy to smoke with a great shot, soft and 
with very clear woody touches among the highlight light salted tips. 
 
Time of smoke : 30/35 minutes. 

	
Cohiba	Maduro	Mágicos	(115x52).	It almost contains 15 grams of well aged tobacco, 
which offers wooden tones at the beginning , dry and very taste as it gets smoked with and 
increase of strength with bitter touches that are interspersed with honey noted  and toward 
the end enhances the flavour in the mouth. 
Time of smoke : 40/45 minutes. 


